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ABSTRACT
An intrinsic problem of classifiers based on machine learning (ML) methods is that their
learning time grows as the size and complexity of the training dataset increases. For this
reason, it is important to have efficient computational methods and algorithms that can be
applied on large datasets, such that it is still possible to complete the machine learning tasks in
reasonable time. In this context, we present in this paper a simple process to speed up ML
methods. An unsupervised clustering algorithm is combined with Expectation, Maximization
(EM) algorithm to develop an efficient Hidden Markov Model (HMM) training. The idea of the
proposed process consists of two steps. The first one involves a preprocessing step to reduce the
number of training instances with any information loss. In this step, training instances with
similar inputs are clustered and a weight factor which represents the frequency of these
instances is assigned to each representative cluster. In the second step, all formulas in the
classical HMM training algorithm (EM) associated with the number of training instances are
modified to include the weight factor in appropriate terms. This process significantly
accelerates HMM training while maintaining the same initial, transition and emission
probabilities matrixes as those obtained with the classical HMM training algorithm.
Accordingly, the classification accuracy is preserved. Depending on the size of the training set,
speedups of up to 2200 times is possible when the size is about 100.000 instances. The proposed
approach is not limited to training HMMs, but it can be employed for a large variety of MLs
methods.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Machine learning (ML) methods are a set of “programming by example” methods, they are data
driven, and are able to examine large amounts of data. The goal of these methods is to build
high-quality predictive models in order to understand the intrinsic difficulty of a given learning
problem and explain observed phenomena in actual experiments [1].
The main problem of classifiers based on ML methods is that their learning time grows as the size
and complexity of the training dataset increases because training with only a few data will lead to
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an unreliable performance. Indeed, due to advances in technology, the size and dimensionality of
data sets used in machine learning tasks have grown very large and continue to grow by the day.
For this reason, it is important to have efficient computational methods and algorithms that can be
applied on very large data sets, such that it is still possible to complete the machine learning tasks
in reasonable time.
The speeding up of the estimation process of the built model parameters is a common problem of
ML methods, although it raises several challenges. Many methods have been employed to
overcome this problem. These methods can be classified into two categories: the first category
consists of methods which compress data, either the number of instances or the set of features
(attributes) which characterize instances. The second category consists of methods which reduce
running time in the execution and compilation level.
In the first category, methods attempt to reduce the learning time by preprocessing the training
data by reducing instance set [2], using random undersampling and vector quantization (VQ)[3,
4, 5], but the main problem with these techniques is the loss of information about the input data.
In [6], authors presented a method for speeding up dynamic program algorithms used for solving
HMM decoding and training. In [7], authors combine K-means clustering and SVM to speed up
the real-time learning. In[8, 9, 10, 11], authors discussed the combination between VQ and SVM.
Recently, selective sampling or active learning has been used to reduce the number of training
data. Instance selection with very large datasets is an optimization problem that attempts to
maintain the mining quality while minimizing the sample size [12]. It reduces data and enables a
data mining algorithm to function and work effectively with very large datasets. There is a variety
of procedures for sampling instances from a large dataset [13].
Active learning optimizes learning from a minimum number of instances. Examples of SVM
training based on active learning include probabilistic active support vector learning algorithm
[14] and confident-based active learning [15].
In another hand, to reduce the number of features (attributes), many selection methods were
tested. Feature subset selection is the process of identifying and removing as many irrelevant and
redundant features as possible [16,20,21]. This reduces the dimensionality of the data and
enables machine learning methods to operate faster and more effectively. The fact that many
features depend on one another often unduly influences the accuracy of supervised ML
classification models. This problem can be addressed by constructing new features from the basic
feature set [17]. These newly generated features may lead to the creation of more concise and
accurate classifiers. Moreover, the presence of irrelevant features can make many ML methods
like Neural Network training very inefficient, even impractical [16,18,19].
In the second category, methods attempt to reduce time training by reducing time compilation and
by using parallel computation.
In [22], authors presented a new approach to reduce the training time of a machine learning based
compiler. This is achieved by focusing on the programs which best characterize the optimization
space by using unsupervised clustering in the program feature space. Furthermore, they are able
to learn a model which dispenses with iterative search completely allowing integration within the
normal program development cycle. They evaluated their clustering approach on the EEMBCv2
benchmark suite and show that they can reduce the number of training runs by more than a factor
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of 7. This translates into an average 1.14 speedup across the benchmark suite compared to the
default highest optimization level.
In [16] authors discussed the possibility of a parallel implementation of Viterbi algorithm and
Baum & walch algorithm algorithms.
In [23] authors argue that modern graphics processors far surpass the computational capabilities
of multicore CPUs, and have the potential to revolutionize the applicability of deep unsupervised
learning methods. They develop general principles for massively parallelizing unsupervised
learning tasks using graphics processors.
This paper focuses on reducing ML methods time training. It presents a simple reduction
instance-based learning technique without eliminating any of these instances and without
referring to cloud computing, grid computing or parallel computing. Given a set of training data
attached to each of two or more than two classes, an automatic analysis of behavior based on a
simple clustering of training instances is proposed. Each representative cluster is weighted with
the number of similar instances. The classical ML training algorithm is modified consequently by
taking in consideration the new set of training instances with the associated weight. The proposed
process allows reducing time computing.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next section briefly reviews the HMM, as it
represents the first ML method on which we apply our proposed technique. Section 3 describes
the proposed technique for reduced time learning algorithm. Obtained results are discussed in
section 4. Section 5 discusses the possibility of an extended usability of the proposed technique to
other ML methods. Finally, section 6 concludes the paper.

2. HIDDEN MARKOV MODELS[24]
A Hidden Markov Model is a model for sequential data. It is a doubly embedded stochastic
process with an underlying stochastic process that is not observable (hidden) , but can only be
observed through another set of stochastic process that produce the sequence of observations. The
performance of a generative model like the HMM depends heavily on the availability of an
adequate amount of representative training data to estimate its parameters, and in some cases its
topology.

2.1 Elements of an HMM:
An HMM is characterized by the following:
1- N : the number of hidden states in the model. For many practical applications there is often
some physical significance attached to the states or to the sets of states of the model. We denote
the individual state as S= {S1, S2…Sn} and the state at time t as qt.
2- M : the number of distinct observation symbols. The observation symbols correspond to the
physical output of the system being modeled. We denote the individual symbols as V={V1,
V2…VM}
3- The state transition probability distribution A={aij}where: aij=P[qt+1=Sj|qt=Si]

1<=i, j<=N.
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4- The observation symbol probability distribution in state j, B={bj(k)}, where:
Bj(k)=P[Vk at t|qt=Sj] 1<=j<=N; 1<=k<=M.
5- The initial state distribution π ={ πi} where π =P[q1=Si]

1<=i<=N.

Given appropriate values of N, M, A, B and π the HMM can be used as generator to give an
observation sequence : O= O1O2….OT.
The compact notation: λ =(A,B,π) is used to indicate the complete parameter set of the model.

2.2 The Three Basic Problems for HMMs:
Given the form of HMM there are three basic problems of interest that must be solved for the
model to be useful in real world applications. These problems are the following:
1- Given the observation sequence O=O1O2…OT, and a model λ =(A,B,π) how do we
efficiently compute P(O/λ) , the probability of the observation sequence given the model?
2- Given the observation sequence O=O1O2…OT, and a model λ =(A,B,π) how do we
choose a corresponding state sequence Q=q1q2…qT which is optimal in some meaningful
sense .
3- How do we adjust the model parameters λ=(A,B,π) to maximize P(O/λ)?
Problem three is the crucial one for most applications of the HMMs, since it allows us to
optimally adapt model parameters to observed training data to create best models for real
phenomena. The iterative procedure like Baum-Welch method or equivalently the EM
(Expectation, maximization) [25] method is used to solve this problem. One associated problem
to this solution is the time taken by the training process. In this paper, we aim to reduce training
time by reducing the original training set via an unsupervised clustering. Any information loss
during clustering is performed, we introduce a weight factor that is assigned to each training
instance which represent each cluster, and modify all expectation formulas to include the weight
factor in appropriate terms. The weight factor is the “frequency” of observing an instance with
similar behavior (characteristics) in the training set. Consequently the obtained model parameters:
A, B, π are equal to those obtained with the classical HMM training algorithm but in less time.

3. THE PROPOSED PROCESS
In many real world classification problems there is significant data redundancy in training data,
consequently, the time and memory complexity grows with sequence length, the number of
training sequences, and with the number of HMM states N. For such problems one might be able
to reduce the learning time by preprocessing the data.
Training HMM means optimizing the model parameters (A,B,π) to maximize the probability of
the observation sequence P(O|λ). In order to obtain a good estimation of HMM; a big amount of
computation and a large database is required.
HMM profiles are usually trained with a set of sequences that are known to belong to a single
category. Consequently this set of sequences is often redundant in the sense that most of these
sequences have the same values taken by the different features describing this category.
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Many real world applications are sensitive to these phenomena as instance, in medicine, and for
many patients reached with the same disease can have the same symptoms associated with this
disease. In gender recognition or skin recognition, many subjects can have same characteristics
(color, texture…). In facial expression recognition, many subjects display the same description of
any facial expression (e.g Joy : the distance between mouth corners increases, the distance
between lips relaxes or increases and the distance between lids decreases or relaxes) [26].
In image analysis, in many times, the extracted wavelets or FFT coefficients from some image
parts are the same when the images are belonging to the same category, etc…
Our aim is to reduce the size of the training set, so, the time of the training process without
reducing generalization (classification) accuracy. In this context, our approach involves a
preprocessing step to reduce the number of training samples, so we do not require that all data to
be resident in main memory (minimize storage and time training requirements). To this end, we
apply an unsupervised clustering on the original training data set to extract representative clusters.
To preserve training data from any information loss, we associate a weight factor to each cluster.
This weight factor is the frequency of observing instances with similar behavior (characteristics).
This approach is suitable for many real world applications where there is significant data
redundancy. After that, we modify all expectation formulas computed with the classical HMM
learning method (EM) to include the weight factor in appropriate terms.
The proposed approach reduces significantly the run-time of HMM training and the storage
requirement, while providing accurate discovery and discrimination of different category
behaviors when applying the unsupervised clustering algorithm.

3-1 Clustering Process
Given an original training set, we apply an unsupervised clustering on all training instances that
belong to a particular class. That is, unsupervised clustering is performed independently on each
class. There are numerous clustering techniques including the K-means, fuzzy C-means,
hierarchical clustering, and self-organizing maps. The common problem with most of these
methods is the choice of the number of clusters or the number of neighbors. In our approach we
propose a simpler clustering algorithm where, it is important to note that the number of clusters is
not known a priori.
Clustering algorithm:
Begin
N: is the number of categories;
ni: is the number of instances (sequence observation) associated to category i;
i=1..N
Ck(i): cluster number k of category i;
1<=k<=ni; j=sequence length
&
Ck (i,j+1)= frequency of sequence observation
(instance with same features values)
For all categories(N)
Put the first instance from the training set of the category i in table C of clusters;
Initialize the frequency field by 1;
For all instances belonging to each category(ni)
Compare the new instance(inst_nouv) with all instances (inst_in) in the cluster table;
If dist(Inst_nouv,inst_in)=0
Update frequency field(+1);
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Else
Add a new cluster with the new instance;
Initialize the frequency field with 1;
End
End
End
End.
The Euclidian distance is used to compare the new sequence and each sequence in the cluster
table. As we are interested only by similar sequences (distance equal to 0), we have not to store
these distances which means no space requirement. Also the clustering process is not timeconsuming compared to time training.
Other known distances can be used instead of the Euclidian one in the case where no preparation
of training instances is performed (e.g see section 4.1).
Once clustering is completed, we use each instance in the cluster table as a new training instance.
Its weight factor can be found in the associated frequency field.
In many studies, clusters with small weight are considered as noisy instances so they are
removed. It is not the case in all studies, in our experiments, each cluster describe a specific
behavior associated to the considered class (e.g Anger or disgust are two universal facial
expressions which can be displayed in different ways, each cluster of each class (facial
expression) can be a specific description of each facial expression so it is not a noisy instance), in
this case only a human expert can remove these clusters to improve classification accuracy.

3.2. The Modified EM Algorithm for HMM Training
Generally, the training of Hidden Markov Models is done by the EM Algorithm to create the best
fitting HMM from a given set of sequences F.
The EM algorithm for HMMs
- Initialization : set initial parameters λ0 to some value;
- For t = 1..num iterations
o Use the forward_backward algorithm to compute all expected counts :
Number of transitions from state Si to Sj using the precedent set of parameters λt-1
Number of emissions of symbol Vk from state Sj using the precedent set of
parameters λt-1
Update the parameters based on the expected counts using formulas (2) and (3).
End.
From the initial HMM M and the initial parameter set λ we can generate a new optimized
parameter set λ’. Using the concept of counting event occurrences, the following formulas are
given for re_estimation of the new HMM parameters:
- πi‘= The expected frequency in state Si at time t=1 (1) ;
- aij‘= the expected number of state Si to state Sj transitions/ the expected number of transitions
from state Si (2);
- bj(k)’= The expected number of times the observation Vk is generated from state Sj (3);
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These computations are performed for all training instances, in our case, these computations are
performed for the new set of training instances, it consists on the clustered training set instances
so they are iterated for m=1..ki (ki is the number of clusters of class i), multiplying each formula
by Ck(i,j+1) (number of similar instances);
As a result the transition probability from state Si to state Sj and the emission probability of the
observation Vk from state Sj increase with the number of instances (redundant and non
redundant). More than that, time running in the computation of all these expectations and for all
iterations is significantly reduced.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experiments were conducted on both (i) extracted information from (MMI database[27])
videos and (ii) synthetically generated instances. Our aim is to analyze the capability of the
proposed method in reducing training set instances without information loss and reducing training
time. Our code source is written in Matlab, and, our experiments are done on: Intel Dual-Core
1.47GHz machine with 2G memory.

4.1. MMI database
The MMI database is a resource for Action unit (AU) and basic emotion recognition from face
video. It consists of V parts; each part is recorded in different conditions. The second set of data
recorded was posed displays of the six basic facial expressions: Joy, Sadness, Anger, Disgust,
Fear and Surprise. In total, 238 videos of 28 subjects were recorded. All expressions were
recorded twice. In our experiments [28], we aim to discover novel clusters with different behavior
relative to each class (generate for each facial expression a set of clusters which allow describing
all possible behaviors associated with each studied class). To this end, facial characteristic points
were detected on the first frame of each video and tracked, then, characteristic distances were
computed leading to several time series. Obtained time series were analyzed to produce a smaller
set of time series which represent occurrence order of facial features deformations of each subject
with each facial expression (This is what we call data preparation).

4.2. Synthetic Time Series
To generate synthetic data, the Markov Model with its transition and emission probabilities
matrixes constructed with the MMI database was used. Accordingly, for a specific alphabet size
M=10 observations, several training sequences were produced.
With both data, we evaluated our experiments on an HMM with three states(3), sequence length
equal to five (5) from where we have extracted the most interesting subsequences which length is
three (3), the number of possible observations is ten (10) and the number of iterations is fifty (50).
The estimated time training of the EM and EM based cluster training algorithms are presented on
table 1 according to each experiment:
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Table 1. Time training of EM and EM based cluster training algorithms.
Number of
sequence
observations
100
1.000
10.000
100.000

Number
of
clusters
10
19
24
25

Time of
clustering
/s
0
0.0312
0.2652
4.6020

Time of EM
training/s

Time of EM
based cluster
training/s
0.5304
0.0936
5.234
0.162
44.3979
0.1945
497.4092=8mn29s 0.2106

DIFF in
number of
times
5.6
32.3
228.26
2361.87

Results on this table are computed as the mean of ten (10) executions of the two algorithms. In
term of processing speed, the EM training takes 0.5304 seconds to learn 100 training sequences.
With the EM based cluster training, it takes 0.0936 seconds, it means that it is 5.6 times faster
than EM training, knowing that the number of produced clusters is equal to 10 and time clustering
is equal to 0 seconds.
When the number of training sequences is equal to 1.000, the EM based cluster training is 32.3
times faster than the EM training. When the number of training sequences is equal to 10.000, the
EM based cluster training is 228.26 times faster than the EM training. Finally, when the number
of training sequences is equal to 100.000, the EM based cluster training is 2361.87 times faster
than the EM training. We note also that time clustering is negligible compared to time training.
The experiments show that the difference in time training between the two algorithms increases
dramatically with the number of training sequences in favor of the proposed modified EM
training algorithm (it reduces). These results suggest that the proposed method can be used
especially with very large datasets.
Obtained results show that the proposed process reduces not only time computation requirements,
but, it also reduces significantly storage requirements. Because HMM profiles are usually trained
with a set of sequences that are known to belong to a single category, the clustering process
produce a small number of clusters. These clusters will represent the new set of training instances.
Experimental results show that both EM and EM based cluster training algorithms achieve
similar: Initial (π), Transition (A) and Emission (B) probabilities matrixes. Consequently the
classification accuracy is maintained.

5. GENERALIZATION TO OTHER ML METHODS
Obtained results in section 4 show that the proposed idea is well suited with very large databases
with redundant data. In order to generalize it, we study the possibility of an extended usability of
the proposed technique to other ML methods. Neural network and SVM are two models where a
large sample size is required in order to achieve its maximum prediction accuracy.

5.1 Multilayered Perceptron
Back Propagation (BP) algorithm [29] is the most well-known and widely used learning
algorithm to estimate the values of the weights used when training a network. Generally, BP
algorithm includes the following six steps:
1. Present a training sample to the neural network.
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2. Compare the network's output to the desired output from that sample. Calculate the error in
each output neuron.
3. For each neuron, calculate what the output should have been, and a scaling factor, how much
lower or higher the output must be adjusted to match the desired output. This is the local error.
4. Adjust the weights of each neuron to lower the local error.
5. Assign "blame" for the local error to neurons at the previous level, giving greater responsibility
to neurons connected by stronger weights.
6. Repeat the steps above on the neurons at the previous level, using each one's "blame" as its
error.
The back propagation algorithm will have to perform a number of weight modifications before it
reaches a good weight configuration. For n training instances and W weights, each
repetition/epoch in the learning process takes O(nW) time; but in the worst case, the number of
epochs can be exponential to the number of inputs [30]. The greatest problem with the BP
training algorithm or its variants is that they are too slow for most applications. Many approaches
were proposed to speed up the training [30].
When applying the proposed process, training instances with similar inputs are clustered in one
cluster and each cluster is weighted with the number of similar instances. After that, all formulas
associated with the number of training instances are modified to include the weight factor in
appropriate terms. Consequently, a new set of training instances is produced, so, each
repetition/epoch takes O(n’W) time where :
O(n’W) <= O(nW)

;

n’<=n : n’=number of training set clusters.

5.2 Support Vector Machines
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) is another supervised machine learning technique (Vapnik,
1995). Generally, SVMs algorithm includes the following steps:
1) Introduce positive Lagrange multipliers. This gives Lagrangian:

1
 = |w|² −
2





αiyixiw − b +




αi

2) Minimize LP with respect to w, b. This is a convex quadratic programming(QP)problem.
3) In the solution, those points for which  > 0are called “support vectors”
Training the SVM is done by solving Nth dimensional QP problem, where N is the number of
instances in the training dataset. Solving this problem in standard QP methods involves large
matrix operations, as well as time-consuming numerical computations, and is mostly very slow
and impractical for large problems [30].
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When applying the proposed process, training instances with similar inputs are clustered in one
cluster and each cluster is weighted with the number of similar instances. After that, all formulas
associated with the number of training instances are modified to include the weight factor in
appropriate terms. Consequently, a new set of training instances is produced, so, training the
SVM is done by solving N’th dimensional QP problem, where N’ is the number of clusters formed
after clustering the training instances where : N’<=N.
In general, the proposed idea can be adapted to all ML methods which involve a number of
iterations equal to the number of instances in their processing. The proposed process reduces the
number of iterations and consequently reduces the time training of these ML methods.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a simple process to speed up ML methods is studied. An unsupervised clustering
algorithm is combined with EM algorithm to develop an efficient HMM training to tackle the
problem of HMM time training of large datasets. The idea of the proposed process consists of two
steps. In the first step, training instances with similar inputs are clustered in one cluster and each
cluster is weighted with the number of similar instances. In the second step, all formulas
associated with the number of training instances are modified to include the weight factor in
appropriate terms. Through empirical experiments, we demonstrated that the EM based cluster
training algorithm reduces significantly the HMM time training and storage requirements.
Furthermore, the proposed approach is not limited to HMMs it can be employed for a large
variety of ML methods. In the future, we plan to explore new methods of reducing time training
without any information loss and test these methods on different ML methods.
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